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Welcome to the essential companion for your journey through
parenting challenges: a quick checklist designed to seamlessly

integrate with my latest e-book, "Navigating Tough Talks: A Parent's
Guide to Having Difficult Conversations with Your Pre-Teen and

Teen."

As a parent, your deepest wish is to shield your child from adversity,
foster their growth, and equip them with the resilience and

confidence needed to tackle life's hurdles. However, the path of
parenting inevitably leads to moments where you must address

complex subjects and engage in hard conversations. This checklist
was thoughtfully crafted to guide you through those critical

discussions. We built this checklist to help ensure you're prepared to
handle sensitive topics. 

In order to navigate your child's emotional well-being, peer pressure,
and digital challenges, it's essential to foster open, judgment-free
communication, educate yourself on their digital world, set clear

boundaries, actively listen, and empower them with knowledge and
support for a safer, more confident journey online. This checklist will

provide you with key points and strategies to navigate these
conversations effectively, fostering an environment of trust and

open communication with your child.

INSIGHTS FROM DETECTIVE HEIDI CHANCE - 27+ YEARS ON THE
FRONT LINES AGAINST SEX TRAFFICKING, OFFERING REAL

TRUTHS AND LIVED EXPERIENCES
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Stay informed about the latest apps, social media platforms, and
online trends your child may use or encounter.

EDUCATE YOURSELF1

Many parents are unaware of the social media, games, and trends
that Child Predators, Sex Buyers, and Traffickers use to contact
children. For example, recently, some schools promoted an app for
student-teacher communication. Unfortunately this application
doesn’t have any safeguards in place for verifying user identities (e.g.
ensuring the profiles are legitimate students or teachers/staff). This
means anyone could potentially contact students directly through 
an unverified profile; there isn’t anything preventing someone with
bad intentions to contact the students who are using the app as well.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:
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Set aside dedicated time to have the conversations & stay
committed to follow-up conversations.

DEDICATE TIME2

The gravest mistake a parent can make is postponing or entirely
avoiding crucial conversations with their child. Additionally, timing
and approach matter; an ill-timed discussion may not resonate well,
undermining its significance. As a parent, it's essential to carefully
choose the right moment, considering the setting and the current
state of your relationship, to ensure the message is not only heard
but also retained.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:

WORKSHEET

Choose a comfortable time to discuss sensitive topics and ensure
that your child has an explicit understanding that it is a safe space
where there will be no fear of judgment or repercussions.

ESTABLISH OPEN COMMUNICATION3

Learning that your child was hesitant to share a distressing
experience with you can be deeply unsettling for any parent.
Emphasize the importance of creating a judgment-free zone where
they can openly discuss any issues, reassuring them that there will
be no punishment for speaking up. This approach fosters trust and
encourages open communication.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:



Establish rules and guidelines for your child’s online behavior, including rules about sharing personal
information, interacting with strangers and using privacy settings.

SET CLEAR BOUNDARIES4

Setting clear online guidelines for children, including what information to share and how to interact with
strangers, is essential. Parents should model these behaviors and be cautious about posting their child's
information online. For instance, a parent analyzing another's social media noticed posts of her child,
especially those revealing skin or in diapers, received more "saves" and disturbing interactions. This
underscores the need for vigilant sharing practices to protect children's privacy online.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:

Have honest conversations with your child about the potential dangers of engaging with strangers,
including grooming, cyberbullying, and sextortion.

DISCUSS THE RISKS5

Discussing the dangers of stranger interaction online, including grooming, cyberbullying, and sextortion, is
crucial. Many parents discover too late that their children have had disturbing online exchanges that could
have been avoided with proper guidance.

Additionally, an increasing number of children are persuaded to run away from home by predators, or find
themselves victims of online extortion, leading to dire consequences, including suicide. These situations
highlight the necessity of preemptive conversations, equipping children with the knowledge to recognize and
avoid such threats, thereby emphasizing the importance of informed and vigilant parenting in the digital age.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:

Listen actively to your child’s thoughts, feelings, and experiences without interrupting or judging.

PRACTICE ACTIVE LISTENING6

Active listening, where you attentively absorb your child's words, emotions, and experiences without
interruption or judgment, is essential. In law enforcement, for instance, officers paraphrase what an
interviewee says during questioning. This technique is not only to ensure clarity but also to demonstrate to
the interviewee that their words are being heard and valued. Applying a similar approach with your child can
significantly enhance communication, showing them their thoughts and feelings are important and taken
seriously.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:

Encourage your child to share their thoughts and feelings by asking open-ended questions that require
more than a yes or no answer.

ASK OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS7

Open-ended questions like "How do you feel about...?" or "Can you tell me about a time when...?" encourage
children to share more than just yes or no answers. They prompt deeper reflection and detailed storytelling,
allowing for a richer conversation and a better understanding of their thoughts and feelings.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:
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INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT HOW YOU CAN
PROTECT OUR YOUTH?

TALK TO THEM
Navigating Difficult Conversations With 

Youth In The Digital Age

www.achanceforawareness.com

Pre-register for our upcoming E-book launching in April 2024

Insights from Detective Heidi Chance - 27+ Years
on the Front Lines Against Sex Trafficking, Offering

Real Truths and Lived Experiences

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:

Validate your child’s feelings and experiences, and provide reassurance and support as needed.

PROVIDE VALIDATION AND SUPPORT8

Validating your child's feelings involves acknowledging their emotions and offering continual support by
keeping conversations open and frequently checking in on their emotional well-being.

Equip your child with the knowledge, skills, and confidence they need to navigate the online world safely and
responsibly.

EMPOWER YOUR CHILD9

Predators may encourage children to create secret profiles to evade parental oversight, exploiting these hidden
channels for communication. Educating your child about such tactics empowers them to recognize and resist
these manipulative attempts. Discussing the signs of predatory behavior and emphasizing the importance of
transparency in their online activities can build their capacity to navigate the internet safely.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:

Regularly review your child’s online activities and interactions to identify any potential threats or concerns.

MONITOR ONLINE ACTIVITIES10

Monitoring your child's online activities is crucial for their safety, recognizing that even well-instructed children
might not always adhere to set rules. Regular checks on their digital interactions help identify any unusual or
concerning behavior. Predators, skilled in manipulation, often use persuasive tactics to influence children. By
staying vigilant and engaged with your child's online world, you can spot these tactics early and intervene to
protect your child.

WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT:


